
HOW TO WRITE AN ACADEMIC DISCUSSION PAPER SERIES

Learn how to write a discussion paper with this short guide, get This form of academic works usually involves writing an
essay on the free theme in on a given topics such as "Which is your favorite season and why", "Our.

It is appropriate to report, parenthetically, the source vendor and catalog number for reagents used, e. The A of
the no-light control was measured only at Time 0 and at the end of the experiment. If applicable, begin this
part of the section by repeating what you consider to be your most significant or unanticipated finding first,
then systematically review each finding. Overall Objectives The objectives of your discussion section should
include the following: I. Department of Biology. This makes discussion essays distinct from persuasion essays
, for which only one side of the argument is given. Obviously, you must refer to your results when discussing
them, but focus on the interpretation of those results and their significance in relation to the research problem,
not the data itself. This is especially important when describing the discovery of significant or unanticipated
findings. Important negative results should be reported, too. If appropriate, note any unusual or unanticipated
patterns or trends that emerged from your results and explain their meaning in relation to the research
problem. Of course you did, because that is what all good scientists do, and it is a given that you recorded your
measurements and observations. In this sense, the academic meaning of the word discuss is similar to its
everyday meaning, of two people talking about a topic from different sides. Common mistakes: grammar,
boring plot, irrelevant thesis , weak or unclear supporting points. In addition, a pre-peer review process is
recommended to obtain feedback on the manuscript. We should also give information about our subject
matter. Which target journal should be selected? Besides application of a template which contains the intended
clear-cut messages to be followed will contribute to the communication of net messages. How to write a
comparative description of the two characters? Also, take into consideration that research is more reliable than
creative writing. Most often it is not. A brief overview of how to write a discussion paper How to write a
discussion paper â€” what to begin with? Thus, this section should be specific, concrete, technical, and fairly
detailed. However longer time periods spent in order to concentrate on the subject matter can be boring, and
lead to loss of motivation. In the case of qualitative research studies, it is also useful to tell the reader which
research tradition the study utilizes and to link the choice of methodological strategies with the research goals
[ 3 ]. But how to write a discussion paper outline? This form of academic works usually involves writing an
essay on the free theme in the form of a short story in your own words with reflections on a given topics such
as "Which is your favorite season and why", "Our Planet - Our Home" etc. Since they are unrelated both to the
author s , and subject matter of the manuscript, these referees can review our manuscript more objectively.
Alienation periods can cause loss of time because of need for recurrent literature reviews. Discussion State the
main findings of the study Discuss the main results with reference to previous research Discuss policy and
practice implications of the results Analyse the strengths and limitations of the study Offer perspectives for
future work Open in new tab The Methods section should provide the readers with sufficient detail about the
study methods to be able to reproduce the study if so desired. Providing your readers a thorough overview of
how your discussion paper is organized will ensure that he or she understands your stream of thoughts
throughout the body of the paper. Avoid repetitive paragraph structures. Organization and Structure Keep the
following sequential points in mind as you organize and write the discussion section of your paper: Think of
your discussion as an inverted pyramid. The reason for this is that during writing process of the main text, the
significant study outcomes might become insignificant or vice versa. Consider Alternative Explanations of the
Findings It is important to remember that the purpose of research in the social sciences is to discover and not
to prove. Begin by briefly re-stating the research problem you were investigating and answer all of the
research questions underpinning the problem that you posed in the introduction. Daily working requirements
unrelated to the manuscript writing might intervene, and prolong manuscript writing process. Use the past
tense. Write the introduction of your paper.


